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After 40 years of development, one might
think that the making of random numbers
would be a mature and trouble-free tech-
nology, but it seems the creation of unpre-
dictability is ever unpredictable.
B. Hayes [8]
Abstract
We present a package for Mathematica computer algebra system which allows the ex-
ploitation of local files as sources of random data. We provide the description of the package
and illustrate its usage by showing some examples. We also compare the provided function-
ality with alternative sources of randomness, namely a built-in pseudo-random generator
and the package for accessing hardware true random number generators.
1 Introduction
Random numbers are essential for solving a variety of physical and mathematical problems
[6, 12] and the quality of random numbers used in simulations is critical for the outcomes [5, 2].
It is of no surprise that the considerable research effort has been devoted to the development of
methods for generating pseudo-random [16, 11] and truly random numbers [20, 7, 10].
One of the main advantages of pseudo-random number generators is their ability to repro-
duce the sequence of random numbers used in a given simulation. However, one can argue
wether the amount of randomness provided by such generators is sufficient [5, 2]. On the other
hand, random numbers generated using hardware generators (e.g. quantum random number
generators [19, 9]) provide fast sources of truly random numbers. In this case, however, the
user has to have a specific hardware at their disposal and loses the ability to reproduce the
sequence of random numbers used during the simulation. The ideal solution would allow the
user to employ true random data sources without the need for a specific hardware and with the
ability to repeat the experiments.
The presented work aims to fill this gap. We provide RandFile [15] package for Mathemat-
ica computer algebra system, which allows using files with random data for generating random
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numbers used in simulations [18] easily. There has been twofold motivation for the work on
the provided package. Firstly, the presented package allows using fast, high-quality sources of
randomness in simulations. Secondly, as with the help of the presented package one can use
any file as a source of data for producing random numbers, this enables users to observe the
influence of the quality of random data on the outcomes of conducted simulations.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide an overview of the presented
package and describe its functionality. In Section 3 we compare the presented package with
the alternative methods providing sources of randomness available for Mathematica users. In
Section 4 we provide some usage examples. Finally, in Section 5 we provide the summary of
the presented work and some concluding remarks.
2 Overview of the package
Package RandFile is designed to provide a user interface for accessing random numbers gener-
ated using random binary data stored in files on a hard drive. In the following we assume that
the user has obtained a sample of random data which are stored in sample_data.bin file and
accessible for the Mathematica system. Such file, containing 1MB of random data is distributed
with the package.
One should note that the .bin file extension is used here to indicate that the file contains
only binary data (ie. sequence of random bytes) and the user should avoid opening such files
directly, for example, with a text editor. Moreover, Mathematica is not able to import the
provided files directlly using Import function and the command
Import["sample_data.bin"]
will result in an error
Import::infer: Cannot infer format of file sample_data.bin.
as the system is not able to provide a meaningful representation of the data in the file. For
this reason package RandFile provides a level of abstraction allowing the user to avoid dealing
with low-level input/output operations.
Code snipets included in the text assume that the file required to execute the command
can be located by MathematicaT˙he easiest way to assure this is to place the necesary files in
the same directory as the current notebook and instruct Mathematica to use it as a current
directory by executing
SetDirectory[NotebookDirectory[]]
Note that this assumes that the current notebook is already saved on the disk.
2.1 Installation
Package installation requires only to copy the RandFile.m file into an appropriate directory.
As Mathematica is supported currently on three families of operating systems, the user should
place the file in the directory depending on the running system.
– For GNU/Linux family of operating systems in .Mathematica/Applications directory
located in the user’s home directory.
– For Mac OS X 10.6 and above in Library/Mathematica/Applications directory lo-
cated in the user’s home directory.
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– For Microsoft Windows XP in
C:\Documents and Settings\username\Application Data\Mathematica\Applications
and for later versions of MS Windows in
C:\Users\username\AppData\Roaming\Mathematica\Applications
directory with username replaced with the appropriate user name.
One can check the value of the default directory used in Mathematica by inspecting the
value of $UserBaseDirectory variable.
Alternatively the user can put RandFile.m file in any other location listed in the $Path
variable of the Mathematica system.
On UNIX-based operating systems (Mac OS X and GNU/Linux) the user can also use a sym-
bolic link in order to instal the package without the need for copying the actual file. To do this
one needs to issue the following command ln -s /path/to/file/RandFile.m in the appropri-
ate directory Library/Mathematica/Applications for Max OS X or .Mathematica/Applications
for GNU/Linux.
2.2 Loading and defining the random source
In order to use the functionality provided by the package, one has to load the package and
provide information about the source of randomness to be used by the package. The first step
can be achieved by executing
<<RandFile‘
Mathematica command. One should note that Mathematica is case-sensitive and the requested
package name must correspond with the file name containing it.
As the result the user should see short information about the loaded package
Package RandFile version 0.0.18 (last modification: 24/06/2014).
and some additional directions concering its usage. The usage information contains instructions
about using the external source of randomess.
2.3 Using source of random data
The crucial step during the usage of RandFile package is to provide the source of random data
used by the functions implemented in the package. The user should place the file with random
data in one of the directories listed in $Path global variable. The value of this variable can be
displayed by issuing
$Path
command and it depends on the operating system and on the enviroment settings of the user.
In order to install the files with random data one should follow the rules for the instalation
of the package file RandFile.m as described in Section 2.1. After the file with random data
is placed in the proper directory, one can use it as described in the next section. In order to
choose the source of random data one has to use SetTrueRandomDataFile function. This will
set a global variable used by the package in order to control the source of random data. During
the Mathematica session the current value of this global variable can be displayed by issuing
SetTrueRandomDataFile[] command.
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For the purpose of testing the package distribution contains file sample_data.bin obtained
from [17] service. The file contains 1MB of random data and should provide sufficient data for
testing package functionality and performng simple experiments. When dealing with simulations
requiring larger amounts of randomness, the user is advised to obtain true random data from
[17].
One should note that .bin file extension used by the data files containing random data has
been chosen in order to indicate that these files contain unstructured streams of binary data
only. As such they are not suitable for opening by external applications, eg. a text editor. It is
also impossible to import these files directly into Mathematica as the system cannot understand
them.
2.4 Simple example
In order to illustrate the basic funcionality we provide a simple example of package usage.
As usual with the external packages, the first step is to load the package by executing
<<RandFile‘
or equivalently
Needs["RandFile‘"]
and one should note the ` sign at the end of the package name.
After this the user has to set the source of random numbers to be used during the session.
This can be achieved by executing
SetTrueRandomDataFile["sample_data.bin"]
and one should note this file can be used as an argument for this command only once during
the session. However, the source of random data can be changed during the session and the
user can use SetTrueRandomDataFile with a different argument during the same session.
The above steps enable the usage of the package funcionality. For example, in order to
obtain a random integer number from {0, 1} one has to execute
TrueRandomInteger[]
and to sample uniformly from the interval [0, 1] one can use
TrueRandomReal[]
and by issuing
TrueRandomChoice[{a, b, c, d}]
one obtains a true random choice of one of {a, b, c, d}.
In general the interface provided by RandFile package aims at mimicking the standard
Mathematica interface for generating random numbers. This allows the user to seamlessly
substitute the standard functions used in Mathematica programs with the functions provided
by the package.
A basic example with elementary usage of the random numbers interface provided by the
package can be found in RandFile_BasicUsage.nb notebook distributed with the package.
The detailed explanation of the package functionality can be found in Appendix A. In par-
ticular Section A.3 of the appendix provides an example of the procedure required for extending
the package functionality with new functions to sample from non-uniform distributions.
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3 Comparison with other sources of randomness
The main source of random numbers provided by Mathematica is the built-in pseudo-random
number generator. One of the alternative sources of randomness is provided by the TRQS
package [13, 14], which allows accessing the quantum true random number generators, using an
off-line [9], as well as an on-line interface [17].
3.1 User interface
Package RandFile was designed for accessing sources of true random data in the form suit-
able for Mathematica users. For this reason the functions provided by the package follow the
convention used in the standard functions as close as possible. The main differences between
the standard functions and the functions implemented by the package are caused by the need
for assigning and managing the access to the file with random data.
Standard Mathematica pattern RandFile implementation
— SetTrueRandomDataFile[fName]
BlockRandom[] BlockTrueRandom[]
SeedRandom[] TrueRandomSequence[]
SeedRandom[n] TrueRandomSequence[n]
— SetTrueRandomDataFile[]
— SetMaxTrueRandomSequenceLength[]
RandomInteger[] TrueRandomInteger[]
RandomInteger[{a,b}] TrueRandomInteger[{a,b}]
RandomInteger[n] TrueRandomInteger[n]
RandomInteger[n,k] TrueRandomInteger[n,k]
RandomInteger[{a,b}, n] TrueRandomInteger[{a,b}, n]
RandomInteger[{a,b}, {d1, d2, . . . , dk}] TrueRandomInteger[{a,b}, {d1, d2, . . . , dk}]
— TrueRandomInteger[fName]
— TrueRandomInteger[n,fName]
— TrueRandomInteger[n,k,fName]
— TrueRandomInteger[n,{d1, d2, . . . , dk},fName]
Table 1: Comparison of standard functions provided by Mathematica with their counterparts
implemented in RandFile package. In the above fName refers to a string with the path to the
file with random data. The parameters used in functions implemented in RandFile
follow the same pattern as the standard Mathematica functions.
Table 1 provides a comparison of patterns defined by Mathematica with the patterns used
by the package for the purpose of producing numbers in Integer, Real and Complex domains.
As one can see, the functions provided by the package follow the standard interface in most of
the cases. This allows the integration of the package with the existing Mathematica programs
without any significant changes in the existing code.
The main difference in the user interface provided by RandFile package in comparison
to the standard functions is that all functions can be used with an optional last argument
for assigning a file with random data used during the call. This allows the control of the
source of randomness and thanks to this using disjoint sources during the subsequent calls.
This functionality allows, when required, using different files for producing non-overlapping
sequences of true random numbers. One should note, however, that this can be also achieved
by using TrueRandomSequence function.
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Among other noticeable differences one can point out the fact that the counterpart of
SeedRandom function provided by the package is named TrueRandomSequence. This is moti-
vated by the requirement of providing the non-overlapping sequence of random numbers while
using the TrueRandomSequence function.
3.2 Package efficiency
One of the important characteristics of the random number generators is their speed. This
characteristic is especially important in simulations requiring large amounts of random data.
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Figure 1: Comparison of the time required to generate a sample of 10k real numbers for k =
1, . . . , 5 using pseudo-random generator provided by Mathematica
(black circles), RandFile using standard hard drive (blue diamonds), RandFile using SSD
hard drive (red squares) and the QRNG on-line generator via TRQS package using QRNG
service (green triangles). The plots are based on the AbsoluteTiming function and the results
were averaged over 5 experiments.
Speed comparison of three methods for producing random numbers in Mathematica is pre-
sented in Figure 1. One can notice that for a sample of the size larger than 103 the QRNG
on-line service is able to provide random numbers with a higher speed than the RandFile
package. This is due to the fact that libQRNG library used to access this service allows down-
loading data in chunks, while Mathematica functions used to read random data from a file can
read during a call one byte only. This is the case for BinaryRead, as well as BinaryReadList.
One can also notice that the use of SSD device, as it allows for the fastest read-out of data,
increases the speed of random number generation. This illustrates the fact that the overhead of
the read operations provided a significant contribution to total speed of the number generation.
4 Usage examples
In this section we provide some examples of the package functionality. As the main feature of
the described package is the ability to harness file-based sources of random data, the package
allows the actual manipulation of the quality of the provided randomness. Thanks to this, the
user is able to observe the influence of quality of the provided data on the outcomes of the
conducted simulations.
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The assessment of the quality of the randomness sources is a challenging task [1]. In the
following, however, we use the simple methodology implemented in the ENT program [21] and
we will focus on the mean and the entropy of the input files used in the experiments.
4.1 Example 1: Value of pi
As the first example we use the Monte Carlo method for calculating the value of pi. The error
in calculating this value can be used as a randomness indicator [21].
Using the functions provided by RandFile package one can easily implement a method for
calculating the value of pi using a given input file with random data. Mathematica function
used in this example is presented in the following code.
TrueRandomPi[fName_String] := With[{samplePoints = 5000},
SetTrueRandomDataFile[fName];
data = Table[TrueRandomReal[{0, 1}], {i, samplePoints}, {j, 2}];
CloseTrueRandomDataFile[];
dataCircle =
Select[data, (1/2 - #[[1]])ˆ2 + (1/2 - #[[2]])ˆ2 <= 1/4 &];
complement = Complement[data, dataCircle];
If[Length[complement] == 0, complement = {{1, 1}}];
4*Length[dataCircle]/samplePoints
];
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Figure 2: Relative error of calculating the value of pi using the Monte Carlo method as a function
of entropy of the input file used to generate samples. The value of pi has been calculated using
the function TrueRandomPi for 7 sample files with different entropies. For the values of entropies
close to 1, the values of the relative error are plotted in the inset.
The relative error of calculating the value of pi using a random file is presented in Figure 2.
Input files used in the experiment have been generated using TrueRandomChoice function with
slightly biased weights. The entropy and the mean of the used files treated as sequences of bits
are presented in Table 2.
The samples obtained for selected input files are depicted in Figure 3. One can notice a
clear pattern visible for the files with largely biased distribution of bits – Figures 3(a) and 3(b).
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bias 0.2 0.1 0.05 0.025 0.0125 0.00625 0.0
mean 0.6991 0.6002 0.5497 0.5249 0.5135 0.5069 0.5006
entropy 0.8823 0.9708 0.9928 0.9982 0.9994 0.9998 0.9999
Table 2: Parameters of the sample files used for calculating the value of pi using Monte Carlo
method. The entropy and the mean are calculated for the bit sequences obtained by using
TrueRandomChoice function with weights biased towards 1. Each file contains 80KB of data.
(a) pi ≈ 2.4168 (b) pi ≈ 2.9792 (c) pi ≈ 3.1120 (d) pi ≈ 3.1416
Figure 3: Representation of the samples used to calculate the value of pi for samples with bias
towards 1 equal 0.2 (a), 0.1 (b), 0.025 (c) and unbiased (d). See Table 2 for the parameters of
the corresponding input files. Each sample contains 5000 points.
4.2 Example 2: Double slit experiment
To illustrate the influence of the bias in the source of random data on a physical experiment, we
illustrate the usage of RandFile package for the purpose of simulating double slit experiment.
The parameters of the sample files used in this example are provided in Table 3. Simulation
results are presented in Figure 4. Each plot represents relative intensities obtained for 101
detectors and using 1.5× 105 events.
The plots presented in Figure 4 visualize the influence of the quality of random numbers
on the simulation results. In particular, for the input files with biased distribution of bits –
Figures 4(a) and 4(b) – the simulation results are significantly different from the theoretical
value.
5 Concluding remarks
The main contribution of this paper is the description of a package for Mathematica
computing system which allows the production of random numbers using random data stored
in files. This functionality enables the employment of high-quality true random numbers in
simulations. At the same time it allows the observation of the influence of the quality of
bias 0.2 0.1 0.05 0.025 0.0125 0.00625 0.0
mean 0.7000 0.6001 0.5501 0.5251 0.5126 0.5064 0.4999
entropy 0.8811 0.9708 0.9927 0.9981 0.9995 0.9998 0.9999
Table 3: Parameters of the sample files used for visualizing double slit experiment. The en-
tropy and the mean are calculated for the bit sequences obtained by using TrueRandomChoice
function with weights biased toward 1. Each file contains 2MB of data.
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random data provided on the outcomes of the numerical experiments.
The presented package uses local files for generating random numbers and it provides higher
reliability in accessing random numbers during the simulation compared to the on-line true
random number generators. Moreover, there is no need for any special hardware during the
simulation and the data used can be obtained using various methods, including quantum true
random number generators [19, 9] or methods based on other physical phenomena [20, 7].
The comparison of the efficiency of RandFile with the standard pseudo-random generator
provided by Mathematica shows that the former is significantly faster. This can have a signifi-
cant influence on the performance of the simulations. On the other hand, the use of truly random
data may be crucial for the correctness of the simulation results. However, the presented pack-
age does not require any external libraries and is based on Mathematica programming languages
only.
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A Description of the package
A.1 Controlling the source of random data
Almost all functions provided by the package require setting a global variable pointing to the
file with random data. This can be achieved by using SetTrueRandomDataFile function. For
example
SetTrueRandomDataFile["sample_data.bin"]
assuming that Mathematica is able to locate this file. Alternatively, the user can provide full
path to the file containing random data, for example
SetTrueRandomDataFile["C:\path\to\my_files\sample_data.bin"]
on Microsoft Windows operating system or
SetTrueRandomDataFile["/Path/To/myFiles/sample_data.bin"]
on OS X, GNU/Linux or any UNIX-like operating system (such as Mac OS X).
The user should note that it is advised to use this function only once during a session.
After the file has been set, it is possible to produce random numbers using one of the provided
functions. For example, one can call
TrueRandomInteger[]
to obtain 0 or 1.
Some functions provided by the package accept an extra argument which can be used to
assign the file which should be used during the call. Using this functionality the above result
can be reproduced using the command
TrueRandomInteger["sample_data.bin"]
assuming the used file is located in one of the directories included in $Path Mathematica vari-
able.
If one intends to use TrueRandomSequence function they must declare the maximal se-
quence length using SetMaxTrueRandomSequenceLength. Random sequences are declared by
using TrueRandomSequence[n] function. The declared sequences can be displayed by calling
GetTrueRandomDataMarkers[]. Once defined, the used maximal length cannot be changed
during the session.
The manipulation of the source of random data can be achieved using the following functions.
– SetTrueRandomDataFile[fName] sets the global variable TrueRandomDataFile used
by the functions for generating random numbers. For example
SetTrueRandomDataFile["/Path/To/myFiles/sample_data.bin"]
on UNIX-like operating systems or
SetTrueRandomDataFile["C:\path\to\my_files\sample_data.bin"]
on Microsoft Windows systems.
– GetTrueRandomDataFile[] displays the value of the global variable TrueRandomDataFile.
– CloseTrueRandomDataFile[] closes the file assigned by the global variable set using
SetTrueRandomDataFile.
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– TrueRandomDataFile is the global variable, defined in RandFile‘Private context, stor-
ing a string with the name of the file containing random data.
– TrueRandomDataFileBytesCount is the global variable for storing a number of bytes in
the TrueRandomDataFile.
– BlockTrueRandom[ex] evaluates expression ex and stores the starting position in the file
TrueRandomDataFile. The position in the file is restored after the execution. Note that
this function works only with expressions using the global variable for pointing to a file
with random data.
– TrueRandomSequence[] changes the current position in the file assigned by global vari-
able TrueRandomDataFile, so that the numbers generated after the execution of this
function will not overlap with the previously generated numbers.
– TrueRandomSequence[pos] marks the current position in the file with random data or,
if the position pos is already marked, returns to this position in the file.
– TrueRandomDataMarkers is a global variable for accumulating positions in the file with
random data used by TrueRandomSequence function. Note that this array is sorted with
respect to the second element.
– SetMaxTrueRandomSequenceLength[len] declares the maximal length, expressed in
bytes, of the true random sequence used during the session.
– GetMaxTrueRandomSequenceLength[] displays the maximal length of the random se-
quence which can be used during the session.
– GetTrueRandomDataMarkers[] displays the currently set markers in the data file that
are used by TrueRandomSequence.
A.2 Obtaining random numbers
Package RandFile aims to provide a user interface similar to the standard user interface for
using random numbers provided by MathematicaT˙he user should be able to incorporate the
package into existing simulations with minimal changes in the source code only.
A.2.1 Integer numbers
The package provides the following functions for producing random integer numbers.
– TrueRandomInteger[] produces an integer number in [0, 1].
– TrueRandomInteger[n] produces an integer number in [0, n].
– TrueRandomInteger[n,k] produces k integer numbers in [0, n].
– TrueRandomInteger[{a,b}] produces an integer number in [a, b).
– TrueRandomInteger[{a,b},k] produces k integer numbers in [a, b).
– TrueRandomInteger[{a,b},{d1, d2, . . . , dk}] produces a {d1, d2, . . . , dk}-dimensional ar-
ray of integer numbers in [a, b).
All of the above functions have their counterparts of the form
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TrueRandomInteger[params, fName]
For example, the command
TrueRandomInteger[n]
will produce a table with n elements being 1 or 0 using a global file with random data, while
using
TrueRandomInteger[n, "sample_data.bin"]
will generate a similar result using data from file sample_data.bin
The user should be aware of the fact that the amount of random bytes utilized by the
functions for producing integer numbers depends on the range.
A.2.2 Real numbers
As in the case of integer numbers, the functions for producing real numbers use, by default, the
source of random numbers assigned in the global variable set by SetTrueRandomDataFile. To
obtain random real numbers one can use one of the following functions.
– TrueRandomReal[] produces a 32-bit real number in [0, 1].
– TrueRandomReal[b] produces a 32-bit real number in [0, b].
– TrueRandomReal[b,k] produces k 32-bit real numbers in [0, b].
– TrueRandomReal[{a,b}] produces a 32-bit real number in [a, b].
– TrueRandomReal[{a,b}, k] produces k 32-bit real numbers in [a, b].
– rueRandomReal[{a,b}, {d1, d2, . . . , dk}] produces a {d1, d2, . . . , dk}-dimensional array of
32-bit real numbers in [a, b].
Also in this case all of the above functions have their counterparts of the form
TrueRandomReal[params, fName]
where params refers to the standard parameters, while fName can be used to assign a file with
random data used during the execution. For example, using the command
TrueRandomReal[b]
will produce a real number in [0, b] using a global file with random data, while using the
command
TrueRandomReal[b, "sample_data.bin"]
will generate a similar result using data from file sample_data.bin
In contrast to the functions for generating random integers, the functions producing random
real numbers require a fixed number of bytes during each call – by default each call requires
4 bytes and this value can be changed by altering TrueRandomReal function. This allows
the anticipation of the size of the required data files or the lenght of sequences defined by
SetMaxTrueRandomSequenceLength and TrueRandomSequence functions.
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A.2.3 Complex numbers
The third category of functions provided by the package for producing random numbers can be
used to obtain complex numbers. There are the following functions in this category
– TrueRandomComplex[] gives a true random complex number with real and imaginary
parts in the range 0 to 1.
– TrueRandomComplex[{min,max}] gives a true random complex number in the rectangle
with corners given by the complex numbers min and max.
– TrueRandomComplex[{min,max},n] gives a list of n true random complex numbers in a
given rectangle.
– TrueRandomComplex[{min,max},{d1, d2, . . . , dk}] gives a {d1, d2, . . . , dk}-dimensional ar-
ray of true random complex numbers in a given rectangle.
As in the case of integer and real numbers, the above functions can be called with the third
optional argument for assigning the file used to obtain random data during the call.
A.2.4 Sampling functions
The package provides functions for obtaining weighted samples following the convention used
by RandomChoice and RandomSample standard Mathematica functions.
– TrueRandomChoice[{e1, e2, . . . , ek}] gives a true random choice of one of {e1, e2, . . . , ek}.
– TrueRandomChoice[{e1, e2, . . . , ek}], n] gives a list of n true random choices.
– TrueRandomChoice[elist,{d1, d2, . . . , dk}] gives a {d1, d2, . . . , dk}-dimensional array of
true random choices.
– TrueRandomChoice[{w1, w2, . . . , wn} -> {e1, e2, . . . , en}] gives a true random choice weighted
by wi.
– TrueRandomChoice[{w1, w2, . . . , wn} -> {e1, e2, . . . , en}, k] gives k true random choices
weighted by wi.
– TrueRandomChoice[{w1, w2, . . . , wn} -> {e1, e2, . . . , en} , {d1, d2, . . . , dk}] gives a {d1, d2, . . . , dk}-
dimensional array of true random choices weighted by wi.
– TrueRandomSample[l] gives a true random permutation of the list l.
– TrueRandomSample[l,n] gives n elements from the true random sample of the list l.
Note that it is possible to take at most Length[l] elements.
– TrueRandomSample[{w1, w2, . . . , wn} -> {e1, e2, . . . , en}, k] gives k elements from the non-
uniform sample of elements {e1, e2, . . . , en} with weights {w1, w2, . . . , wn}.
A.2.5 Deprecated Random[] interface
As of version 6 Mathematica function Random[] is deprecated and one is encouraged to use
functions RandomInteger, RandomReal and RandomComplex instead. However, for the sake
of compatibility, RandFile package implements the counterpart of the standard Random[]
function.
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– TrueRandom[type,range] gives a true random number of type Integer, Real or Complex
in a specified range.
The range specification follows the convention used in Random[] function and the user is
advised to consult Mathematica documentation in this matter.
A.3 Extending the package
The functions implemented in the package provide only a basic interface, allowing the generation
of uniformly distributed random numbers. In order to obtain non-uniform samples from different
probablity distributions, one has to extened the functionality offered by the package.
Package RandFile delivers functions for generating samples of integer numbers generated
with PoissonDistribution and real numbers generated with NormalDistribution. Below
we present a particular case – normal distribution – and the described functions can be used as
a template for creating user’s own functions.
In order to create a new function for sampling from the normal distribution, the user can
start by defining the base function, which returns one number. In the case of the normal
distribution, this functions is of the form
TrueRandomReal[dist_NormalDistribution]:=
Mean[dist]+Sqrt[2]Sqrt[Variance[dist]] *
InverseErf[-1+2 TrueRandomReal[{0,1}]];
and it is based on the inverse transform sampling method [4]. This method can be used to
obtain any non-uniform distribution.
In the case of the normal distribution, the inverse transform sampling method is known
to be inefficient in terms of time efficiency. For this reason it can be desirable to use Box-
Muller method [3]. However, one should note that Box-Muller method is less efficient in terms
of random data used as it requires two uniformly distributed random numbers to obtain one
number for the normal distribution.
In order to mimic Mathematica interface for obtaining random numbers, RandFile package
introduces two private functions, which can be used to build functions for obtaining arrays of
random numbers. The first of these functions is
CallAsTableVersion[fun_,n_Integer] := Table[fun,{n}];
which for a given function funCall and an integer n returns a one-dimensional table with
n elements.
The second function is used in order to create an array of random numbers. For the dimen-
sions specified in a list dims one can use this function as
CallAsArrayVersion[fun_,dims_List] :=
Fold[Partition,Table[fun,{Times@@Flatten[dims]}],Reverse[dims]][[1]];}
Both CallAsTableVersion and CallAsArrayVersion functions have HoldAll attribute.
SetAttributes[CallAsTableVersion,HoldAll];
SetAttributes[CallAsArrayVersion,HoldAll];
Using the basic function for generating random numbers with the normal distribution, the
user can implement the functions for generating arrays of random numbers as
TrueRandomReal[dist_NormalDistribution,n_Integer] :=
CallAsTableVersion[TrueRandomReal[dist],n];
and
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TrueRandomReal[dist_NormalDistribution,dims_List] :=
CallAsArrayVersion[TrueRandomReal[dist],dims];
The above functions are implemented by RandFile and can be used as follows.
– TrueRandomReal[NormalDistribution[m,s]] produces 32-bit real number sampled
from NormalDistribution[m,s].
– TrueRandomReal[NormalDistribution[m,s], n] produces n 32-bit real numbers sam-
pled from NormalDistribution[m,s].
– TrueRandomReal[NormalDistribution[m,s],{d1, d2, . . . , dk}] produces a {d1, d2, . . . , dk}-
dimensional array of 32-bit real numbers sampled from NormalDistribution[m,s].
Additionally, RandFile package provides functions for obtaining random numbers from
the normal distribution and allowing for the explicit declaration of the used source of random-
ness. These functions are similar to the functions defined above, but they accept an additional
argument, which is used to specify the file.
The base function in this case reads
TrueRandomReal[dist_NormalDistribution,fName_String]:=
Mean[dist]+Sqrt[2]Sqrt[Variance[dist]]*
InverseErf[-1+2 TrueRandomReal[{0,1},fName]];
and the versions for producing arrays of numbers read
TrueRandomReal[dist_NormalDistribution,n_Integer,fName_String]:=
CallAsTableVersion[TrueRandomReal[dist,fName],n];
and
TrueRandomReal[dist_NormalDistribution,dims_List,fName_String]:=
CallAsArrayVersion[TrueRandomReal[dist,fName],dims];
To summarize, in order to extend the functionality of the package, the user has to:
1. define a basic function for obtaining one element from the required sample,
2. use CallAsTableVersion and CallAsArrayVersion functions to define functions pro-
ducing arrays of random numbers,
3. optionally define functions with an explicit argument for pointing the file which should be
used as a source of random data.
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